PARKING VIOLATION LEVEL DEFINITIONS

LEVEL 1

**Another Student Lot** – Resident student parking lots are reserved 24/7 for the vehicles assigned. Commuter student parking lots are reserved Monday through Friday 7:30am to 3:00pm for vehicles with commuter permits.

**Time Violation** – Exceeding the time limit in a timed space

**Crosswalk** - obstructs pedestrians view of oncoming traffic and impedes the view of the motorists to see pedestrians in the crosswalk.

**Blocking a sidewalk or access way** – it impedes the path of pedestrians, wheelchairs, bike/scooters

**Improper Area** – Parking in a space or area not designated for the vehicle or permit.

**Failure to Display Permit or Temporary Pass** – Parking permits are to be affixed to the outside of the vehicle’s left bottom corner of the rear windshield. Temporary passes should be displayed from the vehicle’s rear-view mirror handwriting facing out.

LEVEL 2

**Parking in a Faculty/Staff Lot** – Parking lots with the designation of ‘E’ are reserved Monday through Friday, 7:30am to 5:00pm for vehicles with an ‘E’ permit or temporary pass.

**EXCEPTIONS:**
- Parking lot U21, Queally Center, is reserved Monday through Saturday, 7:30am to 5pm.
- Roadside parking, W82 and W83, Westhampton Way and Keller Road, are reserved 7:30am to 9pm daily

**Reserved Space** – Reserved spaces are assigned to a certain person or vehicle 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

**Failure to Display License Plate or Vehicle’s Identification Number (VIN)** – Removing or blocking the vehicle’s license plate or VIN number.

**Displaying two current parking permits** – vehicle may only display one current parking permit. Student Athlete permits are excluded.

**Altered Permit** – Changing or altering a parking permit to allow vehicle to be parked in a lot it is not assigned.

LEVEL 3

**Parking in W76 – Dining Hall/Science Center** – Parking Lot W76 is the most violated parking lot on campus. This lot carries a higher fine than other faculty and staff parking lots.

**Parking in a Future Spider Space** – In parking lot U21 there are dedicated spaces for the Office of Admission

**Post Office Spaces** – in order for the University of Richmond to have a U.S. Post Office on campus, we must have dedicated Post Office Parking Spaces. These spaces are for the sole use of patrons to the Post Office. All other drivers will be cited.
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LEVEL 4

Parking in a Restricted Area on Football or Basketball Days – Parking lots or spaces reserved for patrons to a football or basketball game. These lots/spaces can be reserved by cones, signage and/or communicated to the university members by emails and Spiderbytes.

Parking in a Restricted Area - These lots/spaces can be reserved by cones, signage and/or communicated to the university members by emails and Spiderbytes.

Parking in a No Parking Tow Away Zone – By Signage or yellow painted curb indicating a section of pavement not intended for parking

Fire Lane – Prevents emergency response vehicles (police, fire, ambulance) from being able to gain access in a timely manner.

LEVEL 5

Tow Fine for On Campus Tow – Vehicles that need to be moved to another location due to a parking violation will be moved to another location on campus. Driver can contact the University of Richmond Police Department for location of the vehicle. Visitors, faculty and staff vehicles are tow off campus to an impound lot.

Parking in a Fire Lane – it is prohibited to stop or stand in a fire lane as it blocks fire trucks and/or emergency vehicles access to a structure in the event of an emergency.

Within 15ft. of a Fire Hydrant – You must allow ample room from emergency personnel to access the water in event of a fire.

Traffic Hazard – any vehicle parked is such a way that is potentially dangerous to the existing traffic on any public way, as it may block or prohibit the view of any oncoming traffic.

Unregistered Vehicle/Improper Area – A vehicle that is parked on the University of Richmond’s campus that does not display a current parking permit or temporary pass.

Unregistered/In Danger of Booting – A vehicle that has received three or more Unregistered/Improper citations and is in danger of receiving a lockable wheel device, or Boot, that is designed to immobilize a parked vehicle until the driver meets with Parking Services

LEVEL 6

Parking in or Blocking an Accessible Space or Ramp – Parking in or obstructing in any way an accessible parking space, ramp or the loading/unloading area designated by hash marks.

LEVEL 7

Tampering with a Wheel Lock – When a subject or driver tries to physically remove a Police Boot from a vehicle.